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I will refer to two aspects: management and social participation  

 

 General management 

 

Despite formal federal structure, the Mexican education system was historically 

centralized. As part of a strong institutional change in 1992 the National Agreement for 

the Modernization of Education (Acuerdo para la Modernización de la Educación)  was 

signed and federal education services transferred to the States. 

This originated a dual system that persists up to now in the most part of federal entities. 

The main difficulty is to align structures for teachers and school operations. This is a 

clear problem to the general management of the system.  

 

Another feature is the lack of an integral planning system. 

Two problems can be pointed out in this area, related to the objectives of the Alliance 

face to school quality and effectiveness:  

First, that there is lack of orientation and support of schools. Only those schools who 

participate in specific education programmes benefit with additional support, not only 

financial but also substantive pedagogic support.  

School supervision is in crisis. Supervisors group in regions or areas to supervise, but 

they have not changed their original mission which was to ensure an homogeneus 

functioning of schools. They are not prepared to give specific attention to diverse school 

or teaching problems. 

Besides, other groups have appeared as the so called Pedagogic-Technical Advisors 

(Asesores Técnico-Pedagógicos) many of whom hold teacher posts but they do not teach. 

We have been told that they are 40.000 and that they do not have a common profile. 

Besides, that SNTE has a relevant role in their assignment process, and also with 

supervisors.  

 

A second weakness related to general management and planning is the weakness of 

information systems. There is a large number of agencies that collect information, often 

overlapping their tasks, and few instances dedicated to analyzing data to generate 

information. We did not see in our former visit much evidence of the use of results for 

guiding the system or schools.  

 

In this historically centralized system trying to move to decentralization (as it happens in 

most of Latin-American countries) one privileged tool is to organize programs. This  

means to have special lines of action reaching the school with a specific target. This is the 

way in which the Alliance is trying to walk towards decentralization or towards school 

autonomy   As a matter of fact, the Alliance establishes six programs, such as Quality 

School Program (the most important), Safe Schools Program, Full-Time Schools 

Program, Always Open Schools, and so on.   

And this is very important because they are a real bridge through which schools receive 

special funding. But there is a problem here, since during our visit we were told that there 

is something about 120 programs (coming out from federal or regional government) and 



that this is a real problem for schools because – due to their historically vertical 

administration – they don‟t know how to handle them, and they do not have criteria that 

enable them to make a choice.   

 

This is, also, related with the problem stated before, the poor orientation and support 

system that schools have. The schools included in a Program may receive more 

orientation and support, but this is not the general situation. Schools in programs form a 

special group. They receive more money, they receive supportive actions that enables 

them to do better planning and better teaching, like curriculum materials or special 

teacher training,  But the general system do not learn from their experience: as we were 

told, only PEC program has been systematically monitored and evaluated. 

PEC is the leader program including 40.000 thousand schools, and we knew that is has 

been evaluated several time during its 7 years of existence, but it seems that is 

deteriorating, mainly due to scarce funding.        

 

 School management 

 

School management to improve quality is also related to principals. We all know enough 

evidence that shows that “principals matters“ to reach effective schools.  

Here, in Mexico, senior management (that is principals and inspectors) are part of the 

teaching vertical scale (called escalafón). To be a principal all that is needed is to have a 

teaching degree (either in primary or secondary education) and to have teaching 

experience in classroom, which means seniority.   

 

Within school, the principal is the main „authority‟ in charge of the correct operation, 

organization and administration of the school, but with time, from all these compromises, 

the heaviest has become the administrative issues. This is slowly changing due to 

ENLACE, a test applied since 2005 to all students to create the conditions to consider 

students performance to evaluate teachers. Principals are now faced with the need to 

reach better results in their pupils.        

 

Principals do not receive specific training for the role before they become so. From a 

time, some courses have been offered by SEP or UPN (Universidad Pedagógica 

Nacional) but they are neither systematic nor massive.  

 

Also, the mechanism for promotion to managerial positions (principals and inspectors) do 

not seem to be transparent. Candidates must meet a certain set of requirements but during 

our visit we learned that often the nomination of school leaders has been mainly done by 

the SNTE or by the join Escalafón Commission through non transparent procedures and 

criteria.  

Changes in this area have appeared recently, as a new test for the selection of school 

principals is being introduced in 2009 as part of the reforms promoted by the alliance (we 

will see more on this topic during tomorrow session).  

  

 

 Social participation 



 

The second issue I will refer is social participation. This is also another objective of the 

Alliance. Here a distinction can also be made between the macro and the micro 

perspective. 

 

At a national level, there has been a tradition of open participatory channels and spaces. 

Since 1973 there is the National Council for Social  Participation (CONAPASE) 

developed by and Education Act. The Council interrupted its sessions in 2002 but the 

current authorities are giving it a prominent place within the framework of the Alliance. 

The objective is to re-launch this institution as a way to improve participation of civil 

society and other actors in education processes.  

 

In the States, there is also a structure of State Councils. However, in the opinion of those 

interviewed during our review visit, there is a lot of differences between federal entities 

and there is still needed to increase the horizontal and vertical linkages among different 

levels of councils (state, local, school).   

 

All the programs of the Alliance state that schools must create School Council of Social 

Participation (Consejos de Participación Social). These councils, mainly integrated with 

parents and other members of the school community, are designed to improve 

transparency in education as one of their functions. The Alliance aims to increase the 

amount of councils stating that “from 2008-2009 schools councils are to be established in 

all schools, models of strategic management in 50.000 schools and models of 

participative management in 100.000 schools”.   

 

School councils have traditionally existed in Mexico but with another function. On one 

side, there were some composed by teaching practitioners providing advice on 

pedagogical issues; on the other hand there exist from long ago Parents Associations 

(Asociacion de Padres de Familia) which were, and are, very active in some schools. 

 

There is extremely difficult to see the differences between the School Councils of Social 

Participation and Parents Associations. CPS exist because many federal programs require 

them as a way to strengthen community participation in schools and introduce some 

quality control. They are also the channel trough which the program is funded at school 

level.    

 

Although there seems to be some resistance by the education staff to accept this type of 

participation, the alliance is aiming to mainstream and improve the role of Social 

Participation Schools Councils as a way to introduce new actors in the school to break an 

endogenous system, During the review visit we learned about the different roles that they 

are playing across the federal entities.  There may be those working very well while 

others have taken on roles which assume responsibilities of the states, such as funding 

and painting the school, paying electricity bills, paying wages for teachers when they 

don‟t arrive, or covering costs or required materials for the school.  

 

 



 

CHALLENGES  

 

Dual system  There is challenge here as to how to coordinate both systems or, better 

how to merge them and have only one.    
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